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		In order to build a sustainable transport system for people and goods that meets the needs of all users, a truly integrated and seamless approach is needed, and the full potential of transformative technologies has to be exploited. This can only be achieved if user-centeredness, cross-modality and technology transfer become the paradigm of shaping future transport. Mobility4EU is a project funded by the European Commission that focusses on these topics and is working on delivering an action plan towards a user-centric and cross-modal European transport system in 2030. The authors of this contributed volume are dedicated scholars and practitioners connected to Mobility4EU either as partners or external contributors. Their contributions focus on understanding user needs and report on technologies and approaches that support the tailoring of a user-centered cross-modal transport system for passengers and freight on long distances and in the urban context.
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Data Management and Analysis: Case Studies in Education, Healthcare and Beyond (Studies in Big Data)Springer, 2019

	Data management and analysis is one of the fastest growing and most challenging areas of research and development in both academia and industry. Numerous types of applications and services have been studied and re-examined in this field resulting in this edited volume which includes chapters on effective approaches for dealing with the inherent...
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iPhone and iPad Apps for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2013

	So how do you build an application for the iPhone and iPad? Don’t you need to spend years learning complicated programming languages? What about Objective-C and Cocoa touch? The answer is that you don’t need to know any of those things! Anybody can start building simple apps for the iPhone and iPad, and this book will show you...
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Cases on Semantic Interoperability for Information Systems Integration: Practices and ApplicationsInformation Science Publishing, 2009
Semantic interoperability provides the means to automatically process and integrate large amounts of information without human intervention. Cases on Semantic Interoperability for Information Systems Integration: Practices and Applications provides an in-depth analysis of issues involved with the application of semantic interoperability...
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Quality-Driven SystemC DesignSpringer, 2009

	Faced with the steadily increasing complexity and rapidly shortening timeto-
	market requirements designing electronic systems is a very challenging task.
	To manage this situation effectively the level of abstraction in modeling has
	been raised during the past years in the computer aided design community.
	Meanwhile, for the so-called...
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Drools JBoss Rules 5.0 Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
Business rules can help your business by providing a level of agility and flexibility. As a developer, you will be largely responsible for implementing these business rules effectively, but implementing them systematically can often be difficult due to their complexity. Drools, or JBoss Rules, makes the process of implementing these rules quicker...
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Deploying Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway 2010Microsoft Press, 2010

	
		When we began this project, our intent was to create a real world scenario that would guide IT professionals in using Microsoft best practices to deploy Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway (TMG) 2010. We hope you find that we have achieved that goal. We’ve also included the main deployment scenarios for Forefront TMG,...
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